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Begin your steps 
towards a sustainable 
living with us.

Sharing sustainable happiness
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We stand in support of
SUSTAINABLE 
DEVELOPMENT 
GOALS
13  , 14  & 15

GLOBAL GOALS FOR A BETTER FUTURE
Five years ago global leaders came together 
to agree upon 17  Sustainable Development 
Goals (SDGs) to achieve a better and more 
sustainable future for all by 2030.
Here's how Uneako stands by the SDGs:

To support SDG 13, Uneako's eco-friendly 
products use climate positive materials and 
production processes .

To support SDG 14, Uneako's  non-toxic and 
plastic-free products have minimal effect on 
aquatic ecosystems.

To support SDG 15, Uneako's biodegradable 
and organic products are safe for all 
terrestrial life. Our mantra of 'reduce, reuse, 
recycle' decreases potential land pollution.

GOAL

GOAL

GOAL

Take urgent action
to combat 
climate change
and its impacts

Conserve and sustainably
use the oceans, seas and 
marine resources foe
sustainable development

Protect, restrore and promote
sustainable use of terrestrial
ecosystems, sustainably
manage forests, combat
desertification and halt and 
reverse land degradation and 
halt biodiversity loss



I N I T I A T I V E

There used to be a giant heap of garbage 
near my home, piling up and rising every 
single day. It was utterly dissatisfying to 
see the plastic filled heap everyday , 
which deep down felt like a threatening 
warning for the actions of mankind right in 
front of my Eyes. Burning issues of rising 
climate change and the threatening 
problem of single use plastic, everything 
collectively gave me a strong push to 
think about a way to save our 
environment.

I discussed about the same with my 
brother Mr Atul Tripathi who was working 
with a consultancy as a design thinker, 
back then.  My brother and I both quite 
different in our respective eyes, 
nevertheless had the values of empathy 
and social good in common. We together 
envisioned the concept of UNEAKO, 
where we decided to come up with unique 
alternatives for plastic to maintain the 
sustainability of our environment in the 
long term.

Uneako, now in full swing, is a 
movement to create environmental 
awareness. Through our range of  eco-
friendly, non-plastic products, we are 
trying to  encourage people to adopt a 
sustainable lifestyle. All the products are 
manufactured from completely natural 
recyclable wastes and organic materials. 

Gradually , with an innate desire to do 
something good for the marginalized 
communities of our society,  we started 
extending  support to the marginalized 
and neglected communities of our 
society like village women, disabled 
people, transgender, sex workers, jail 
inmates by employing their skill sets in 
the production and value addition of our 
products.

Uneako has emerged as a full package 
of holistic social welfare— impacting 
everyone around it in a positive, 
sustainable manner.

A N K I T   T R I P A T H I
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B R A N D   S T O R Y

Pollution and poverty— these two were 
the biggest takeaways that imapacted the 
younger founder Ankit.  With his brother 
Atul, Ankit found the solution in Uneako— 
a brand which provides quality earth-
friendly products produced by the 
marginalised section. These products are 
climate-positive, biodegradable and 
provide economic opportunities to those in 
need.

Each Uneako product has three key 
characteristics— quality, innovation and 
sustainability. The superior quality of 
every Uneako product ensures that 
people do not have to sacrifice comfort by 
buying green. 

Uneako's constant innovation makes sure 
that the Uneako family always has access 
to improved and diverse range of 
products. And all its products have 
elements which encourage the user to 
take easy but conscious steps to lead a 
more earth-friendly life.

    OLU, the polar bear, Uneako's brand 
mascot, symbolises the urgency for the 
change to a sustainable lifestyle. For if 
our lifestyle remains the same, Polu's 
family would be the first to disappear 
forever due to climate change. And the 
street children? Well, very soon, their 
families would be hit the hardest.

In a world rapidly going downhill, we 
hope you join the Uneako family to share 
sustainable happiness and create a 
bright new future— for all life on earth.

HI!HAPPINESS

SHARING
SUSTAINABLE
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FACTS

That
triggered
our 
mission.

A P P R O A C H  

REPLACE plastic in 
possible products and 
create alternatives

REDUCE cutting of trees 
to make products

REUSE existing plastic 
and paper waste

REMIND people of 
sustainable consumerism

79% of the total plastic waste generated has 
accumulated in landfills. 
It is estimated that 1.6 billion tonnes of (CO2) 
equivalent greenhouse gas emissions were 
generated from solid waste treatment and disposal 
in 2016, or 5 percent of global emissions. 

Scientists have identified 200 areas declared as 
'dead zones' where no life organisms can now grow. 
73% of beach litter worldwide is plastic.
More Than 8 million tons of plastic is dumped 
into our oceans every year.

There are believed to be 46,000 pieces of plastic in 
every square mile of ocean. 
The average person eats 70,000 microplastics 
each year indirectly.

Nearly 4 billion trees worldwide are cut down each 
year for paper, representing about 35 percent of all 
harvested trees.

World Produce about 300 Million tonnes of 
Plastic waste every year, That's nearly equivalent to 
the weight of the entire human population.
50% of this plastic is of single used Plastic- 
Utilised for just a few Moments, but on the planet 
for atleast several hundreds years.
50% of the total plastic waste is of Packaging waste. 



Ethically Sourced 
S U S T A I N A B L E   
M A T E R I A L S 

Jute is eco-friendly and sustainable because 
it needs little to no intervention to grow and 
replenish. We can grow and harvest jute on 
the same area of land, as jute actually 
increases soil fertility for future crops. 

Besides being waterproof, buoyant, elastic, 
fire resistant & unique in its appearance, it is 
a naturally harvested material, mainly 
originating in the cork oak forests. It gets 
more interesting: each time the cork is 
harvested, the tree absorbs more CO2 to aid 
in the bark regeneration process. This means 
regularly harvested cork trees store 3-5 times 
more CO2 than those left unharvested. 

Brown Kraft paper is used in an unbleached 
brown form to avoid contamination of the 
environment due to bleaching chemicals. 
Kraft paper is stronger, due to its reduced 
lignin content and high sulfur ratio. 

Handmade Seed paper is a zero-waste 
solution for products that require traditional 
paper.  Made with post-consumer materials 
embedded with seeds, this biodegradable 
paper doesn't leave any waste behind and 
will grow into something that will actually 
have a positive impact on the environment. 

Bamboo forests can be grown in a few 
years. The plants reduce upto 35% carbon 
dioxide in the atmosphere and produce 
more oxygen. Bamboo plants have strong 
roots in the ground which makes the soil 
more stable. 

Coconut husk is a good alternative to wood 
and helps to prevent deforestation. During 
production, glue & chemical agents do not 
need to be added. Furthermore, the 
production is CO2 neutral. 

100% Natural Cotton fabric Organic 
production systems replenish and maintain 
soil fertility, reduce the use of toxic and 
persistent pesticides and fertilizers, and 
build biologically diverse agriculture, 
making natural cottons an eco friendly 
fabric. 

Baggase and Rice husk ash absorb silica 
from the soil, their husks contain up to 20% 
of the mineral. According to a recent 
article, published in Physical Sciences 
Reviews, rice husk ash is considered to be 
one of the most promising and 
environmentally friendly sources for the 
production of silicon-based materials. 

JUTE BAMBOO

COTTON

BAGGASE

COCONUT HUSK
CORK

KRAFT PAPER

SEED PAPER

S U S T A I N 
A B L E
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Hand made 
by marginalised 
community

100% organic 
materials
used

Co2 
negative
manufacturing

CO2

-ve

Ethically 
sourced
materials



Reusable
Box made 
with recycled 
paper

Pencil
made 
with 
recycled
newspaper

99% 
reduced

plastic 
pens

Natural
plant
colouring

Seeds

PLANTABLE
PENCIL BOX

P L A N TA B L E  S E E D  P E N C I L S

Buy a set of pens & pencils, get a garden of plants free! 
These pencils contain seeds of house plants which you can easily sow and grow.
 

Message driven Ideal concious gi� Ask for customised labeling

Product code :

KIT: Colourfully green
10 colour pencils

Product code :

KIT : Start write now branded box, 
5 pencils + 5 pens + 1 newspaper pencil

Write.



Product code :

ARTWORK  
No ordinary notebook

on plantable paper
60 pages/A5

 

Product code :

ARTWORK  
Be LEAF er

on plantable paper
60 pages/A5

 

Product code :

ARTWORK 
“What you seed is seeding you”

on plantable paper
60 pages/A5

 

100% jute 
sling pouch

Seed infused
plantable paper

PLANTABLE
COLLECTION

P L A N TA B L E  S E E D  PA P E R  N O T E B O O K S

A one of a kind of innovation that definitely deserves applause in this zero waste war. We cannot do 
without paper and paper can’t be made without trees, but what if you can turn your paper back to 
green? Make your notes on this seed notebooks and also end pollution on a good note. Moreover the 
inside of the notepads are made out of a special paper called lucky paper. 
It's recycled paper— that's lucky for you, and lucky for the environment!

CUT & SOW

Message driven Corporate use Ask for customised labeling



Product code :

Craft paper bag 
A4 size

Artwork message:

“ I am not a clear bag,
but my intentions are very clear”
 

Product code :

Craft paper folder
A4 size

Artwork message:

“ I believe if having a short life means
big things like not hurting the earth 
and environment
we live in then I am happy that 
I don't live forever”
 

Easy biodegradable 
brown craft paper

K R A F T  P A P E R   O R G A N I S E R S

Here is our Brown Revolution. Stationary organisers made with brown kraft paper. An 
alterative to extensively used plastic document covers, this product by our family is both great 
at utility and awareness. 

Message driven Corporate use Ask for customised labeling
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PREMIUM
NOTEBOOK
COLLECTION

96%
reduced 
plastic pen

Product code :

ARTWORK : Word smith
160 pages  / 17.4*26cm  

Product code :

ARTWORK : Let’s start
160 pages /17.4*26cm 

Product code :

ARTWORK : Gandhi ji
160 pages /17.4*26cm  

S M A L L  B E G I N N I N G S  D I A R I E S

Whether you are a start up, a writer or a visionary we salute your spirit. 
We dedicate this series of diary to the small beginning of your journey. With an integrated pen 
design, owning this diary means to never miss the weapon to ink and make a mark with your 
thoughts.   

Premium look Ideal gi� Ask for customised engraved labeling

Laser cut integrated 
pen holder design

Wooden nish board

Jute sling 
pouch cover



MARBLE 
PAPER
COLLECTION

Pocket 
for pen

Drawstring

Jute 
pouch

Marble 
paper

Product code :

ARTWORK  
Turtle/Water life on 

Marble paper
60 pages/A5

 

Product code :

ARTWORK 
Elephant/Forest life on 

Marble paper
60 pages/A5

 

Product code :

ARTWORK  
Polarbear/ glacier life on 

Marble paper
60 pages/A5

 

M A R B L E  PA P E R  N O T E B O O K S

Adding another feather to our collection is this unique find of handmade marbled sheet. The 
notebook series is dedicated to endangered life and hence the namesake “fewture calling”. 
While you draw on these recycled notebooks may you also draw attention to the awareness 
these kind speechless animals deserves. Set of three illustration dedicated to life on 
water/forest/glacier.

Message driven Corporate gi� Ask for customised labeling



A I R  P U R I F I E R

Natural, non-toxic CAIR Purifier potli is made of activated bamboo charcoal. It binds to and 
filters out bacteria and other pollutants and works as a natural neutraliser with an added 
deodoriser. Really durable, this bag can be used on a daily basis. 

Natural Anti-pollutant Bio innovation Ask for customised labeling

CAIRACTIVATED 
CHARCOAL
PURIFIER

C H A R C O A L   A C T I V A T E D   A I R 

The porous structure of this charcoal helps remove bacteria, harmful pollutants and allergens 
from the air and absorbs moisture, preventing mold and mildew by trapping impurities 
inside each pore.
Bamboo charcoal is four times more porous than regular wood charcoal, which significantly 
increases its effectiveness.

Natural purification Antibacterial Long lasting



ECO
LINGO
C o a s t e r 
s e t

C O A S T E R S 

A range of natural coasters to add a sustainable statement to your coffee able conversations.
Be it washable, waterproof or plant able these coasters are zero waste and zero plastic. 

Message driven Conscious make Ask for customised labeling

Product code :

Jute coasters
Set of 6 jute coasters

washable
 

 

Product code :

Cork coasters
Set of 6 cork coasters

waterproof   
 

 

 

Product code :

Seed paper coasters
Set of 6 seed paper coasters

plantable   
 



Product code :

Tote bag
100% natural brown 

jute carry bag 

 

Product code :

Utility jute pouch
Holds your stationary tit bits with

a functional elastic grip 
 

Product code :

Foldable bag
100% organic cotton bag   

 

U T I  L I T Y   P R O D U C T S 

A range of everyday utility products made with sustainable materials. Adorn your everyday 
essentials lifestyle with these essentially sustainable products.

Utility centered Conscious make Ask for customised labeling

UTILITY
Collection



Product code :

Kraft paper notebooks
Brown craft paper 

notebooks in 3 sizes 

 

Product code :

Cork owners
Cork fabric scroll style owners for 

customised messages 

 

G I F T I N G   K I T S  

A range of collection of stationary ensembles best suited to make memorable gifts with 
personalised messages. 

Message driven Conscious make Ask for customised labeling

Ek jute kit pack of 1 notebook + pencil box +
100% natural brown jute sling bag
 

Plantable
pencils & pen

box

Plantable
conference
notepad

100% jute cover
sling pouch

GIFTING
COLLECTION



Plantable
conference
notepad

Kraft 
paper 
folder
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100%
biodegradable
ID card

CONFERENCE KIT 

CONFERENCE
KIT
COLLECTION

Plantable conference pad
Clear paper bag
95% reduced pens
Biodegradable paper ID card

C O N F E R E N C E   C O L L E C T I O N 

One of our identified focus markets is the growth of inter organisation and independent 
conferences, events and seminars. Make your brand stand out by customising these 
conscious designs merchandise for your brand collaterals. 

Message driven Conscious make Ask for customised labeling

Product code :

Eco identity tag
100% natural plastic free

printable tags 

 

Product code :

Eco Certificates
High GSM custom printable

Kraft paper cetificates 

 

Certificate

AUTHORITY

Signature
MR. JOHN DOE

ECO 
summit



C O M M U N I T I E S

There is no power of change grater 
than a community discovering what it 
cares about.”

Sustainable happiness, is not only limited 
to creating products with sustainable 
materials but also creating opportunities 
for marginalised sections of communities 
to contribute towards this mission. 

Marginalised communities,
sometimes also called social exclusion – 
refers to the relegation to the fringes of 
society due to a lack of access to rights, 
resources, and opportunities.

We at Uneako have created a platform 
where we are responsible for creating 
livelihoods to these marginalised 
communities. 

We work closely with these communities 
to create a bigger impact of what sustain 
ability actually means. Our sustainable 
goals are holistic ie, sustainable 
manufacture, sustainable products and 
sustainable economy.

With every product we initate to design 
we are in constant touch with social 
groups to be able to utilise their skills 
and capabilities to generate an income 
for them via creating our products. 

Various marginalised communities have 
participated with us for as long we have 
started this journey I the creation of out 
goods. 

These communities include:

1. VILLAGE WOMEN

2. SPECIALLY ABLED 

3. JAIL INMATES

4. SEX WORKERS

5. TRANSGENDERS

”



Our mission of urgently preserving aquatic and terrestrial life and combating climate change 
can only be achieved through meaningful partnerships for maximum impact within minimum 
time. Hence, for large scale impact on youth, Uneako has partnered with organisations, 
corporates and NGOs.

A S S O C I A T I O N S C L I E N T S



This is just a 

small beginning, 

soon our tribe 

will heal the earth.

I M P A C T 

1.75 ton 
of plastic saved that 
reach to landfill in 
11 Months 
from all products

17+ livehood  
created,
supporting 
marginalised 
section of the 
community

0.6 ton 
Co2 emission 
avoided

16 litre 
water saved 
using our 
products 

10mwh 
energy 
conserved

75+ trees  
saved from 
our products
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